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A. Introduction 

This paper proposes that the additional trade potential of electronic commerce is presently 

only partly realised and that the full benefit of electronic commerce can only materialise through an 

E-Commerce initiative of the World Trade Organisation (WTO). It is a fact that the existing WTO-
Treaties have significantly contributed to the development of E-Commerce. Nevertheless, it is ar-

gued that one has not been aware of the true role of the WTO, namely the role of a promoter of 
electronic commerce development. The exploitation of the E-Commerce potential calls for a bun-

dling and deepening of existing WTO-elements to be implemented without further delay. 

This argument will be developed in three steps: 

1) The first part shows the existence of a significant „untapped“ potential from E-Commerce 

(referred to as "E-Potential" in the following). The positive consequences from E -Commerce 
as well as the barriers to the realisation of this potential are analysed. This analysis shows that 

the WTO has an important role to play in the further development of E-Commerce. 

2) The second part deals with existing treaties and actions of the WTO which constitute an im-
portant framework for harvesting the benefits of the E-Potential. This part is also used to un-

cover existing loopholes and weaknesses in the current trade framework. These loopholes and 
weaknesses are the point of departure for the proposed coherent WTO E-Commerce Initia-

tive. 

3) The third part summarises the elements of such an E-Commerce Initiative and tackles the 
question of what kind of specific implementation procedures must be chosen for trade nego-

tiations. In the current WTO-debate there are almost no concrete proposals for realistic 
WTO-actions vis-à-vis E-Commerce, this paper is to be understood as a catalyst to such trade 
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negotiations. At the same time the paper addresses specific problems which ask for the in-

volvement of other international organisations such as the World Bank. 

B. Untapped potential of Electronic Commerce 

Most publications dealing with E-Commerce stress its welfare-increasing characteristics. By 

resorting to electronic trade media various types of innovations can be achieved: Process innova-
tions (cost reductions through more efficient production procedures), product innovations (e.g. 

online financial services), but also market innovations (e.g. new markets as online-actions)1 In gen-
eral the physical and time-dependent distance between producer and consumer is bridged, market 

entry barriers are reduced and the competitiveness of the market is increased. These effects can be 

observed with national markets, yet the relative importance of E-Commerce may even be greater 
for the intensity of cross-border and hence international trade. 

Forrester Research, for instance, argues that until the year 2004 approximately 1.4 trillion US$ 
of exports will be traded online. This corresponds to the claim that in 2004 close to 18 % of global 

exports will be undertaken online2. The percentage of GDP that could be subject to E-Commerce 

transactions may be as high as 30% for consumer goods and 36% for inputs3. At the same time the 
increasing electronic trans-actions in the value creation process is a growth driver of the IT-

industries4.  

In the trade with goods there is a significant potential in the business-to-business (B2B) seg-

ment. In the services sector the electronic trade with knowledge-intensive, digitisable services (i.e. 

consulting, patents, audio-visual) is very promising, between enterprises (B2B) as well as for private 
use. Moreover, the expected outsourcing of backoffice-functions (application services, bookkeep-

ing, etc.) may lead to important efficiency gains. The parties who could especially benefit from the 
E-Potential are small- and medium-sized enterprises which are thus able to sell their goods and ser-

vices on the world market5. A country-specific analysis reveals that industrial countries have been 

more active in using and benefiting from the E-Potential. Consequently, it is, in particular, the de-
veloping nations which may profit from tapping the potential behind E-Commerce6. Compared to 

the situation before E-Commerce, electronic trade provides firms of the developing nations with 
less cost-intensive means to set up efficient global marketing and open international distribution 

channels. 

                                                 

1  Mann and Knight, 2000, p. 254, or Mann et al, 2000, chapter 1. 

2  See Forrester, 2000, p. 1. 

3  See Schuknecht and Pérez-Esteve, 1999, p. 4. 

4  See Executive Summary USA, 2000h. 

5  OECD, 1999b. 

6  Aitic, 1999; ITU, 1999. 
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It must be stressed that international E -Commerce does not only have positive welfare effects 

for the exporting countries, but also that its welfare-increasing characteristics translate into cheaper 

and quality-enhanced imports of products. Thus also developing countries benefit from this fact as 
they can profit from the facilitated import of better infrastructures, services and import goods in 

general.  

Despite these findings the untapped trade potential of electronic commerce is hardly ex-

hausted. At the present time one can speak of a very limited access and restricted use of electronic 

commerce in import or export business. Experts agree that only the US has known how to translate 
E-Potential into viable economic activities7. Considering the situation as a whole one can speak of a 

generally too low and too biased access to electronic commerce. As the World Intellectual Property 
Organization states in its latest primer on the topic only two percent of the world population are 

online8. Even only 950 million households in this world (65% of all households) have a telephone 

connection.9. Of the 45 million internet hosts operating in January 1999, roughly 96% are physically 
located in countries with high average incomes. However, the population of the latter countries 

represents only 16% of the world population. Unfortunately also global technological convergence 
remains utopian. In addition the gap between countries which have a high-quality access to the net 

and the countries which do not even have the necessary infrastructure grows rapidly10. The so-called 

„digital divide“, however, does not only bring into existence a clivage between industrialised and 
developing countries. The figures also show increasing intra-societal divides with respect to online 

access11. 

For further elaboration on the barriers to electronic commerce two important points must be 

considered: First, E-Commerce entails different forms of transactions: (i) the use of electronic media 

for information gathering and electronic order of goods which are subsequently delivered in the 
traditional physical form; (ii) the electronic delivery of digital goods or services; (iii) the trade of 

telecommunication and internet services themselves. The promising effect of a WTO E-Commerce 
initiative must be seen in the light of all three forms of transaction. Secondly, electronic commerce 

does not only rest on the use of the Internet but relies on an increasing portfolio of inextricable 

hardware- and service infrastructures. Hence the boundaries between the E -Commerce media (tele-
phone, fax, standard or digital television, computer-based electronic systems, etc.) are blurred. In 

particular the new developments in mobile commerce show that the narrow conception of E-
Commerce as personal-computer-based internet shopping must be questioned. From this techno-

                                                 

7  Nezu, 2000, p 1 states that the effects of electronic trade have so far been restricted mainly to the USA, which 

makes the author say „To put the question bluntly, what caused the US economy to perform so well, and every-

one else, from Tokyo to Toledo, to lag behind so badly?“  

8  See WIPO, 2000, chapter IV: Differential Development and Access: Issues for Developing Countries 

9  At the preent time the most important connection with the Internet. 

10  The World Bank Group, 2000. 

11  See OECD Observer, 2000, p.1 and ITU, 1999. 
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logical convergence and evolution one can deduce the important insight that the legal trade frame-

work should, if ever possible, be technology-neutral The discussion of transaction forms and infra-

structure needs also sheds light on the fact how diversified the supply of hardware and information 
services must be so that the trade potential of E-Commerce can materialise (see table 1). In fact, 

hardware components, E-Commerce infrastructure services and content providers must be avail-
able. 

Table 1: E-Commerce Infrastructure and Devices Components 12 

Hardware Infras-
tructure 

E-Commerce Infrastructure Services Content Providers 

Router 1. Communication 2. IT-Services 3. Other Services Information 

Local loop 
Basic telecom ser-

vices13 
Search engines and 

browsers 
Distribution and 
logistic services 

Sale of products over 
the Internet (but physi-

cal delivery) 

Word-wide tele-
com connection 

Internet Provision Internet service provi-
der 

Other transport 
services 

Audio-visual co ntent 

Computer hard-
ware 

Value-added tele-
com services14 

Internet portal Financial and Insur-
ance 

Entertainment, News 
and Travelling 

Internet Backbone  Packaging Audio-visual Financial services 

  Additional services Warehousing and 
Retail 

Education 

  Software Franchising Business Services15  

 

Considering all different forms of necessary E-Commerce elements, three main reasons for 
the suboptimal exhaustion of E-Potential can be found: 

1) Difficult or expensive access to the necessary IT-infrastructure goods: for the time being the IT-

infrastructure is underdeveloped in numerous countries16. Without a PC, a telephone and an 
access to the Internet Backbone, etc. one cannot access E-Commerce. The global trade of IT 

                                                 

12  Source: Own compilation that takes Krancke, 2000; Choi et al, 1997; OECD, 2000b and Senti, 2000 into ac-

count. The table does not pretend to be complete. 

13  Voice telephony, packet-switched/circuit-switched data transmission, telex, telegraph, facsimile, private leased 

circuit services and other (mobile, paging, satellite-based services, etc.). 

14  Electronic Mail, voice mail, on-line information, electronic data interchange, enhanced facsimile, code and pro-

tocol conversion, etc.  

15  medicine, legal, bookkeeping, advertising, accounting, management consulting, etc.  

16  See introductory part in ITC, 1999. 
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goods faces a myriad of tariff and non-tariff trade barriers, which prevents an optimal distri-

bution of these goods from materialising. A comprehensive and far-reaching market opening 

in the field of IT-goods is therefore a central claim of an E-Commerce Initiative. Further-
more, one must pay attention to the fact that most developing countries lack the resources to 

develop a reasonable infrastructure. In this case the market opening initiatives must be ac-
companied by infrastructure projects of the World Bank or other development agencies. 

2) Difficult or expensive access to the necessary telecommunication services: there exists a lack of qualitative 

and cheap telecommunication services which guarantee access to the Internet. The high price 
that must be paid on unliberalised telecommunication markets also prevents the optimal use 

of electronic commerce17. Where the local loop is mostly still in the hands of a local incum-
bent ex-monopolist one cannot possibly speak of an open global telecommunication market. 

These incumbents use their market power to prevent the supply of services of potentially 

more competitive firms. Thereby the „open networks with free access to bottleneck facili-
ties“, which are essential for electronic commerce, must be queried. Artificial entry barriers 

are created. The markets with such an uncompetitive structure are protected by a very re-
stricted number of trade liberalisation steps which would permit international competition. In 

particular countries which are not able to build up their own telecommunication infrastruc-

ture would profit enormously from an import of telecommunication services. The strengthen-
ing of trade liberalisation commitments in the Fourth Protocol on basic telecommunications 

and its market access commitments with respect to other countries must therefore be an im-
portant point in an E-Commerce-Initiative. 

3) Insufficient market access commitments in services trade: Services take up an increasingly important 

role in modern economies. There are also signs for more and more synergies between the 
goods and services sectors. Yet the international trade in services is still significantly less de-

veloped than trade in goods. The trade of infrastructure services but also the trade with 
online-services offering content are underdeveloped. In fields such as backoffice-functions, 

finance, consulting services or the medical sector one can only speak of a beginning of online 

content service trade18. The online trade with services could benefit from comparative advan-
tages built on expertise and reputation which have been developed over the years. Moreover, 

trade in online services could enable countries to profit from lower wage costs in different 
parts of the world. 

Unfortunately the trade with services faces insufficient market access commitments from the 

Uruguay Round and entry barriers from heterogeneous services regulation. In general the ser-
vices sector is regulated in a much heavier way than the goods sector. Some of these regula-

tions have well-founded objectives. However, one also encounters domestic regulations 
whose primary aim is protecting local markets from international competition. The heteroge-

                                                 

17  See OECD, 2000d. 

18  e.g insurance products can be used by way ofthe Internet withoout the insurer having an office in the respective 

country. For further examples see Mann, 1999, pp. 59 ff. 
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neity and intransparency of local regulations in important services sectors are also barriers to 

a realisation of untapped potential. Market access negotiations in the General Agreement of 

Trade in Services (GATS) must therefore be an integral part of an E-Commerce Initiative. 

A somewhat different view concerning the barriers to electronic commerce is provided by the 

synoptic compilation of the OECD in table 2. In this periodically updated overview of the E-
Commerce in relation to tasks of the international and regional supra-national organisations OECD 

points out that this trade does not only depend on the availability of hardware, but also on other 

„softer“ framework conditions (trust-related measures, consumer protection, etc.). In addition, also 
human capital (E-literacy) and aid for developing the infrastructure of poorer nations are in the 

interest of a universal participation19. The synopsis in table 2 shows that WTO has a natural and 
central role to play in the development and spreading of electronic commerce (see the underlined 

activities in the table).  

Three arguments may strengthen this claim: First of all, if the WTO-treaties are properly 
specified and implemented, they guarantee access to electronic commerce: “Before users can engage 

in online commercial transactions, they must be able to access and use the network infrastruc-
ture”20. Nobody questions that the access to electronic commerce, made possible by IT-goods, tele-

communication and internet services, is a necessary condition to benefit from the E-Potential. 

Problems such as legal uncertainty and privacy protection, which can be categorised as „sufficient 
conditions“, can only create problems once the most basic form of access is guaranteed. Conse-

quently, the above-mentioned hindrances to electronic commerce constitute the main electronic 
commerce barriers. Even though free trade and unfettered market mechanisms do not guarantee an 

optimal allocation and fair distribution of E-Commerce elements, these two factors form the pillars 

on which E-commerce rests.  

Table 2: Tasks of international organisations in Electronic Commerce 21 

Building Trust for Users 

and Consumers 

Establishing Ground Rules 

for the Digital Marketplace 

Enhancing the Information 

Infrastructure for Electronic 

Commerce 

Maximising the Benefits 

1. Protection of privacy and 

personal data 
1. Commercial Law 

1. Access to and use of the 

information infrastructure 

1. Economic and social 

impacts 

2. Secure infrastructures and 

technologies, authentication 

and certification 

2. Taxation 
3. Internet governance / Do-

main Names 

2. Small and Medium-

sized Enterprises 

                                                 

19  Surely, there are much more firm-centered factors that would be very essential in the realisation of the E-

Potential. To name just a few, there is a lacking existence of innovative new business models for the new eco n-

omy. Also the necessary organisational adjustment of the concerned companies will last some time. 

20  See OECD, 1997 under „Barriers to Electronic Commerce“ (Internet Page mentioned in bibliography). 

21  Sources: OECD, 1998; OECD, 1999c; OECD, 2001. There are also debates whether issues as data protection, 

taxation, etc. should be included on the WTO agenda (European Union: yes vs. USA: no). 
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and certification 

3. Consumer protection 

3. Financial issues, elec-

tronic payment and move-

ment of goods 

4. Standards 
3. Skills and Develop-

ment 

4. Other trust-related issues 

4. Trade policy and market 

access for goods and ser-

vices 

 
4. Ensuring global par-

ticipation 

 5. Intellectual Property   

 

Secondly one should profit from the fact that the competence of WTO with respect to elec-

tronic commerce is clearly defined. It is a general problem with policy questions relating to the field 
of electronic commerce that it often proves difficult to assign specific policy roles to potential pol-

icy actors. Often it is debatable whether local, national, multilateral or international concepts for 
solutions are the correct policy anchor. Even if in the light of the global dimension of this medium 

it is agreed that international or multilateral organisations must take the policy lead, the OECD 

studies show that a clear competence distribution which would increase efficiency and transparency 
is almost impossible. Moreover, there are other uncertainties with respect to the policy-level in elec-

tronic commerce regulations. Namely, it is debatable whether state or private actors should be in 
charge of the regulation or self-regulation of E -Commerce. This uncertainty concerning policy-level 

and nature of policy actor does not exist for issues relating to international market access. It is not 

contested that the improved access to IT-goods via free trade, the liberalised access to telecommu-
nications and online-services via free trade but also the internationally respected principles whose 

gaol is to preserve open telecommunication networks are among the responsibilities of the WTO22.  

Thirdly, two factors, namely the WTO-principles (non-discrimination, transparency, technol-

ogy-neutrality and market openness) and the broad membership (as opposed to the OECD, which 

is only a forum of industrial countries23), are particularly well fitted for the policy-questions of elec-
tronic commerce. 

Despite the fact that our analysis shows that the WTO should assume an important role in 
the further development of electronic commerce, specific proposals of what these measures could 

look like are non-existent. It seems that the current political debate even lacks a solid consensus 

regarding the needs of such measures. The role of the WTO as platform for the realisation of the 
E-Potential may either be underestimated or simply the recognition of this fact does not lead to 

                                                 

22  The WTO has increasingly taken the role of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) in the area of 

harmonization of the telecommunications regulation. See Drake, 2000, p. 125 and Aronson, 2000, p.187 for an 

elaboration of this point.  

23  As the last OECD Forum on Electronic Commerce has taken place in a non-OECD country (Dubai, U.A.E.), 

16-17 January 2001, this may be a first move towards negotiations that entail non-OECD members. 
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coherent and logical follow-up actions. As a matter of fact, there have been no WTO-actions with 

significant content addressing the phenomenon of E-Commerce. Also, the discussion surrounding 

the trade issues of electronic commerce seems to leave the WTO settings for other fora (OECD24, 
Global Business Dialogue, Transatlantic Dialogue). In our opinion this displacement of the dialogue 

away from the WTO confines is an erroneous attempt to come to terms with the problem. 

In the following chapter the existing WTO-treaties and the actions undertaken by the WTO 

will be discussed in relation to their importance for the development of E-Commerce. A detailed 

analysis of the strengths and the weaknesses of the existing regulations may provide information 
regarding the requirements to be included in a later call for action. 

C. Existing WTO Agreements and Initiatives for E-Commerce and their 

Weaknesses  

E-Commerce has developed its dynamism only after the completion of the Uruguay Round. 
Consequently, the WTO-treaties do not contain specific clauses for electronic commerce. Neverthe-

less, there are a substantial number of WTO-elements of significant relevance. Before discussing the 
WTO-treaties we shall outline the results of the WTO work program, initiated in 1998. This order 

of procedure may not be chronologically correct but allows to analyse the WTO-treaties in the spe-

cific perspective of E-Commerce. 

I. The WTO Work Program for Electronic Commerce 

At the WTO Ministerial Conference in May 1998 two actions were decided dealing with E-
Commerce issues25. On the one hand, the WTO-ministers approved the rather vague wording of a 

text that the practice of a temporary duty-free moratorium on electronically delivered transaction 

would be continued26. In principal, however, the Ministerial Conference in Seattle in 1999 should 
have ratified the continuation of the moratorium. After the unsuccessful break-off of the Seattle 

negotiations the future validity of the moratorium is uncertain. Even though the duty-free morato-
rium seems to be further applied, some countries have doubts as to the current legal binding of this 

statement27. 

                                                 

24  Even studies that analyze the suitability of the WTO treaties in the light of E-Commerce as for example OECD, 

2000b;  OECD, 2000c or studies that assess the implications of new media on trade policy OECD, 1999d have 

been created by the OECD. Thus, the OECD has taken up essential preparatory analyses that really fall under 

the responsibility of the WTO. 

25  See Senti, 2001. 

26  WTO, 1998a, p. 1: “We also declare that Members will continue their current practice of not imposing customs 

duties on electronic transmissions. When reporting to our third session, the General Council will review this 

declaration, the extension of which will be decided by consensus, taking account of the progress of the work 

program.” 

27  Cf. Mann and Knight, 2000, p. 258. 
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On the other hand the relevant councils of the WTO (Council for Trade in Goods, Council 

for Trade in Services, Council for Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property and the Commit-

tee on Trade and Development) were commissioned to develop a work program covering all trade-
related aspects of E-Commerce. The goal of these reports is to analyse the effect of E-Commerce 

on the various Council responsibilities. These reports were to be ready by July 1999 and were in-
tended to provide answers to three key questions: 

1) How do existing trade agreements influence electronic commerce?  

2) Are there any loopholes in existing trade legislation that must be filled? 

3) Are there new fields of responsibility created by electronic commerce and which would con-

front WTO member states with new trade regulations?  

Apart from the council-specific questions it was also the task of the working teams to identify 

problems which overlap the responsibilities of some of these four Councils and are therefore best 

dealt with in a comprehensive manner. The most important issue with cross-council importance is 
the question of categorisation, that is whether products which were usually sold as goods due to 

their link to a physical carrier and which can now be delivered online over the net (e.g. music or 
movies) shall now be treated under the legislation of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

(GATT) or the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) 28. In other words, are online de-

livered products „products“ like the corresponding conventionally delivered goods linked to a car-
rier (CD, i.e.) or must they be reclassified29. This question has been dealt with by all four Councils30. 

With respect to the different liberalisation commitments under GATT or GATS and the 
above mentioned duty-free moratorium on electronic transactions the answer to this question is of 

great practical relevance31. Opinions regarding this question were split. On the one side, the USA 

pointed out that the more advanced liberalisation stance of the GATT (with respect to the GATS) 
would make a GATT-categorisation much more liberal and hence beneficial. On the other side, the 

EU supported the argument that only a GATS-classification would make sense32. As will be shown 
below the WTO-members produced working papers on this central question; a decision, however, 

was not reached. 

In addition to this classification issue, the Goods Council discussed possible market entry 
barriers that are related to electronic commerce, questioned the possibility of imposing duties on 

electronically traded goods and discussed advantages and disadvantages of standards in the E-
Commerce field.  

                                                 

28  If a good is ordered online but delivered physically, not the duty-free moratorium but the negotiated GATT 

tariff applies. 

29  Tinawi and Berkey, 1999, p. 22. 

30  WTO, 1999e; WTO, 1999g; WTO, 1999d; WTO, 1999c; WTO, 1998c; WTO, 1999h; WTO, 1998d . 

31  Panagariya, 2000, p. 4. 

32  Mann and Knight, 2000, p. 258. 
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The Services Council raised the question what kind of electronic services were covered only 

insufficiently by existing trade liberalisation commitments. As soon as an electronic transaction falls 

under the GATS one must also decide under what GATS mode the service is to be registered (see 
box 1 for an explanation of the different modes). Again the categorisation is crucial as the commit-

ment schedules reveal different degrees of trade liberalisation which are dependent on the underly-
ing mode. In reality, for example, countries mostly have more far-reaching market access and na-

tional treatment commitments under mode 2 and 3 than under the other two service delivery 

modes. This is due to the fact that mode 3 constrains the potential foreign service provider to estab-
lish physical presence in the host country and therefore subjects the service supplier to possible 

regulatory influence of national authorities. Both modes 2 and 3 do not entail a factual cross-border 
trade of services since the sender and the receiver of the service are present in the same physical 

location. 

Box 1: The four GATS-Modes 

The GATS describes four GATS-Modes for service delivery: 

Mode 1: The service is exported from one member of the WTO to another member (i.e. an Indian 
software specialist with physical presence in India works for a Germany-based company). 

Mode 2: The service is consumed in the country of origin of the service supplier but is consumed 
by a customer of a different nationality (German firm with headquarters in Germany but physically 

present in India to get software consulting on the spot). 

Mode 3: The service is delivered by a firm of one WTO member country via a foreign subsidiary to 
another WTO-member (an Indian company with software know-how opens a branch in Germany 

to cater for the German market with its services). 

Mode 4: The service is delivered by the physical presence of a national of one WTO-member coun-

try to another WTO member country (an Indian software expert comes to Germany to offer his 

consulting services on the spot). 

 

In the case of online-services it is a point at issue if the classification shall be under mode1 
(cross-border trade) or mode 2 (consumption abroad). Drake and Nicolaidis point out that the clas-

sification decides upon the origin of legislation to be applied to the transaction (mode 1: transaction 
is subject to the legislation of the customer location; mode 2: transaction is subject to the legislation 

of the producer location)33. With respect to consumer protection, mode 1 may hence be more desir-

able. However, the liberalisation commitments under mode 2 are more diversified because the sig-
natories of the Uruguay Round probably did not foresee the E-Commerce dimension. Contrary to 

mode 2 mode 1 is not so liberal because the service-importing countries prefer the physical pres-
ence of the service supplier on domestic soil. 

                                                 

33  Drake and Nicolaidis, 1999, p. 21. 
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Further questions of the Services Council were: Are the existing access guarantees in the 

GATS sufficient for Internet services? To be precise, the importance of the Reference Paper34 to 

other industries than basic telecommunications was questioned. Which domestic regulations pre-
vent a full realisation of electronic commerce? What consequences do new types of services have 

due to their difficult categorisation in existing treaties? 

The TRIPS Council (Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights) analysed how the 

protection of copyrights, trademarks and other related rights can be preserved in electronic com-

merce transactions. The question was debated whether or not intellectual property without a physi-
cal carrier was sufficiently protected in an online-environment.  

The Council for Trade and Development tried to unravel the E-Commerce implications for 
economic development. Special attention was paid to the so-called „Digital Divide“ which could 

foster existing tendencies of unequal participation in global economic prosperity. 

In July 1999 the results of these Council consultations were made publicly available35. In one 
important point the Councils reached a consensus: the different existing WTO-treaties with all their 

rights, obligations and country-specific commitments are applicable to the E -Commerce dimension. 
This conclusion can be drawn from the fact that the treaties do not differentiate according to the 

technological means by which the product is delivered. Rather the distinction is made along the 

product nature. This result can be seen as the greatest accomplishment of the WTO work program. 

Concerning the remaining points less clarity could be achieved. There were numerous Coun-

cil meetings producing interesting views and proposals which are reflected in the country statements 
or the final reports made to the General Council. Nevertheless, many questions were not suffi-

ciently resolved. In principle the Councils neither have the right to fill loopholes in the current 

WTO-laws (therefore the meetings are not trade negotiations) nor do they have the right to widely 
interpret existing WTO-treaties. Hence, there is no sufficient clarity as to how the results reached by 

the Councils will translate into specific actions. 

The fact that the Council meetings rather tend to produce an informal exchange of view-

points than the achievement of negotiation deals is not criticised in this place. The successful 

agreements that have been reached within the OECD, for example, can certainly be attributed to 
the high informal information exchange between nations and industrial associations. These success-

ful negotiations take place in subject-centred meetings without any pressure to achieve certain for-
mal agreements. In the underlying case, however, the lacking negotiation target and certainly the 

absence of knowledge about how the results would feed into subsequent actions had a negative 

impact. Due to the fact that too many questions had a Council-overarching meaning, the frag-
mented discussion in the separate Councils created too much overlap and too few specific agree-

ments. After the meetings the output of the Councils has never been transformed into formal 

                                                 

34  The Reference Paper will be addressed later. 

35  WTO, 1999h;WTO, 1999g;WTO, 1999d;WTO, 1999e;WTO, 1999c;WTO, 1999b. 
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agreements or common positions. The conference in Seattle did not allow for actions concerning 

E-Commerce relevant issues.  

But the WTO-member countries, especially the USA and other industrialised countries, have 
maintained their interest in decisions in the E-Commerce field and some general decisions become 

more urgent for practical reasons. Therefore in July 2000 the General Council asked the four Coun-
cils to take up their work from where they had left it in July 1999. Moreover, the Councils were 

asked to make recommendations as to how the General Council should deal with E-Commerce 

questions. To be precise, they were asked to deliver their new reports until December 2000.  

The new reports of the WTO work program36 basically repeat the conclusions taken in 1999 

and do not make further recommendations37. When this paper was written (February 2001), that is 
three years after the start of the WTO work program, there has been no significant development of 

current WTO commitments. Finally, setting aside the duty-free moratorium, there have been no 

new E-Commerce relevant actions until now. 

It is even questioned whether or not the duty-free moratorium, either its prolongation or 

dismissal, should have been decided during the Seattle Round. The moratorium has never been a 
formal agreement with guaranteed enforcement by a dispute settlement process38. Besides, the 

moratorium runs against the principle of technological-neutrality39. One can counter-argue that only 

a fraction of tradable goods can be digitised40 and that in the future the majority of electronic trans-
actions will be services anyway. The latter can then be subject to market access barriers and dis-

criminatory domestic regulations rather than tariffs. 

As a matter of fact, there exists neither a consensus with respect to the classification issues 

(GATS or GATT?) nor has a decision been reached according to the relevant GATS-modes. It 

would also have been desirable to reach more clear-cut criteria for the distinction between goods 
and services. For the present the parties concerned maintain the status quo of uncertainty. The con-

sequence is that in the case of disagreement between WTO members the dispute settlement body 

                                                 

36  WTO, 2000a; WTO, 2000d; WTO, 2000e. 

37  „Members reaffirmed the continuing relevance of the earlier contribution of the Council for Trade in Goods to 

the General Council which was submitted by the Chairman of the CTG in July 1999 (document G/C/W/158). 

According to the mandate contained in document WT/L/274 (Work Program on Electronic Commerce), that 

contribution provides an overview on the discussion of the following issues..“, quoted from WTO, 2000a or 

„The Council's discussion on 6 October took as its starting-point the progress report which it had made to the 

General Council on 27 July 1999 (S/L/74). It was the general view that this report was still an accurate reflection 

of the thinking of Members on the subject, and that there was no need to re-open or repeat what was said in it.“, 

quoted in WTO, 2000e. 

38  These points were raised by the WTO-speaker on E-Commerce issues in a personal interview. 

39  „The economic implication is that preferential treatment of a particular mode of delivery could lead to trade-

diversion from other modes. (..) The legal implication is that preferential treatment of electronic delivery puts 

into question the principle of technological neutrality.“ Mattoo A. and Schuknecht L., 2000, p. 20. 

40  Schuknecht and Pérez-Esteve, 1999, p. 5. 
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may be called upon to decide on general questions of rights and duties of the WTO member coun-

tries. Contrary to popular perceptions the dispute settlement process must not be used for this kind 

of fundamental decisions41. 

It must again be emphasised that the absence of significant decisions in the WTO-forum has 

led to a displacement of the discussion towards the transatlantic dialogue or towards coalitions of 
the private sector42. Last of all, the existing WTO elements did not have a sufficiently active poten-

tial-releasing impact on electronic commerce. These existing elements will be discussed below. 

II. E-Commerce Relevant Aspects in the Existing Treaties 

The following parts of this paper will concentrate on the most important agreements and de-

velopments in the WTO treaties: GATT, GATS and TRIPS. It is obvious that also other WTO-
elements (especially the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade) have significance for electronic 

commerce. This paper does not intend to give a detailed overview of all WTO-aspects that might be 

relevant for E-Commerce. Rather the paper tries to cover some ground for the preparation of fur-
ther needed WTO-actions. 

1. The Information Technology Agreement (ITA) of the GATT framework 

To begin with a general remark about the GATT’s relevance: in so far as goods are delivered 

in the traditional physical and not in the electronic mode, cross-border transactions are subject to 
the GATT-commitments and the country-specific tariff concessions. Thus the liberalised WTO-

concessions with respect to goods trade fully apply to electronically ordered goods or goods that 

have been searched and found over electronic media. In other words, the use of electronic media to 
conclude contracts for cross-border goods trade does not evade the GATT concessions. A signifi-

cant share of the contemporary electronic commerce transactions is hence considered as normal 
goods trade, which is subject to the GATT. If services are required in the ordering, storage or deliv-

ery process of the electronically ordered goods, these services are classified separately under the 

GATS. 

The availability of technical infrastructure is crucial for the development of E-Commerce. 

This logic assigns a particular significance to the so-called Information Technology Agreement 
(ITA). At the WTO Ministerial Conference in 1996 the Ministers agreed to a common position with 

                                                 

41  Art 3:2 of the Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU) states the following: “The dispute settlement system of 

the WTO is a central element in providing security and predictability to the multilateral trading system. The 

Members recognize that it serves to preserve the rights and obligations of Members under the covered agree-

ments, and to clarify the existing provisions of those agreements in accordance with customary rules of interpre-

tation of public international law. Recommendations and rulings of the DSB cannot add to or diminish the 

rights and obligations provided in the covered agreements.” This imperative guideline can hardly be respected 

with the kinds of uncertainties faced with the rise of new trade media. Drake and Nicolaidis, 1999, p. 51 demon-

strate the dangers of the lacking legitimacy, if the dispute settlement body has to take decisions in questions 

where the negotiating countries have left unbridgeable gaps in the WTO Agreements. 

42  See, for example, GBDe, 2000 and Alliance for Global Business, 1999. 
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regard to trade in IT goods43. Afterwards the signatory countries committed themselves to reduce 

their tariffs on IT-goods in four steps of 25% to reach a tariff-free policy by the year 2000. This 

obligation pertains to a common list of IT-products that was decided upon by the Member Coun-
tries. Together, the above declaration, the worked-out product list and the country-specific tariff-

concessions regarding the commonly chosen IT-products constitute the ITA. Most importantly, the 
commitments are subject to the Most-Favoured Nation (MFN) principle. This negotiation package 

is not only interesting because it significantly liberalises trade in IT-goods, rather, the particular ne-

gotiation procedure is of interest in regard to the E-Commerce initiative proposed by this paper. 
Under the condition of sufficient participation of other trade partners, single WTO-members have 

committed themselves to liberalise their country tariff schedules outside of a great trade round. The 
tariff reductions are subject to the MFN-principle. In other words, all WTO-members, including 

the non-signatory nations, benefit from the tariff reductions. The fact that non-WTO members 

(Taiwan) may benefit from the ITA is noteworthy. It must be emphasised that this negotiation pro-
cedure has led to a rapid implementation of trade policy in a very important technology-oriented 

field without the formality of a big trade round which would necessitate a mandate and difficult 
negotiation packages. 

Due to the fact that the 50 signatory countries are responsible for more than 95% of world 

trade in IT-goods (computer, telecommunication apparatus, semi-conductors, software, etc.) the 
WTO has laid the ground stone for more intensive trade and the distribution of IT-infrastructure 

necessary for E-Commerce. The ITA is applicable to a relatively large portfolio of products, which 
are defined in two annexes. Moreover, to allow for a transparent and unambiguous interpretation of 

the trade concessions, the signatory countries are obliged to reduce their classification divergences 

with respect to IT-goods. As these countries were aware of the rapid technological change in this 
goods segment, a committee44 was founded in order to guarantee a permanent revision and update 

of the product coverage concerned. Therefore, both the widening of the product coverage and the 
treaty implementation are tasks of this committee. Most studies confirm that the ITA has created a 

global IT goods market with ensuing efficiency gains, a greater trade volume and cost reductions45. 

These positive treaty characteristics do not only benefit E-Commerce but the increased spread of 
information technology also brings advantages to a wide range of production activities. 

If one tries to evaluate the ITA with respect to possible improvements which would benefit 
the realisation of E-Potential, the following arguments must be raised: 

1) To shed light on ITA’s success, often WTO experts point out the fact that the treaty covers 

95% of the existing world trade in IT-goods. This high coverage of IT-trade however is 
reached through the circumstance that import and export of IT-goods is extremely concen-

trated in a small set of countries. That is why this assessment is somewhat deceptive. A less 

                                                 

43  To get an insight into the history of the ITA see Senti, 2001 or Wasescha and Schlagenhof, 1998, p. 114 ff. 

44  Committee of Participants on the Expansion of Trade in Information Technology Products. 

45  For a well-balanced analysis of the advantages and disadvantage of the ITA see ITC, 1999. 
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developed country which does not produce or export IT-goods would also profit from be-

coming a party to the treaty because it may then enjoy duty-free imports of IT-products. To 

tap the potential of E-Commerce, one must address the importance of the ITA for the poten-
tial IT-importers. Yet a glance at the list of signatory countries reveals that too few of the de-

veloping countries with a particular growing potential vis-à-vis IT-infrastructure have claimed 
access to the ITA. The negotiations have concentrated on the inclusion of a maximum num-

ber of IT-producing and consuming countries. In the interest of a more widely distributed 

participation in global electronic markets these efforts must be extended towards developing 
nations. In a world with rapid technological change the Infant-Industry Argument46, which is 

often referred to by developing countries as a counter-argument against joining the ITA, can 
cause sizeable economic costs. As mentioned before IT-goods can be considered as a general 

purpose technology47 which have important beneficial effects on all industrial and service sec-

tors. Hence, technological backwardness in this field has far-reaching negative consequences. 

2) Although a permanent update of the product coverage was decided when the treaty was con-

cluded one cannot possibly speak of an automatic improvement of the treaty. Already the 
first steps taken to extend the product coverage of the ITA in 1997 and 1998 failed due to a 

lack of consensus of the signatory countries. These so-called ITA II negotiations thus lead to 

a standstill in July 1998 and have not been resumed since48. This lacking flexibility leads to a 
situation where the product list cannot fast enough be adapted to the rapid technological pro-

gress. Thus a number of new IT-goods which are essential for the functioning of the Internet 
are not covered at all. The fact that goods in the overlapping area of communication and en-

tertainment electronics (i.e. standard or digital TV) are not considered in the treaty does not 

take sufficient account of the multimedia dimension. Equally unsatisfactory is the fact that the 
goal to remove important divergences in the classification of goods between signatory coun-

tries has not been reached. Both the product list annexed to the ITA and the different inter-
pretations of the classification by the member countries can be improved. To give an exam-

ple, fibreglass cable falls under the duty-free convention of the ITA whereas fibreglass that is 

used in the telecommunications sector is not subject to the agreement49. 

3) Studies reveal that between 1989 and 1998 the number of non-tariff trade barriers in the trade 

of IT-goods have dramatically gained in importance50. Among these trade barriers one can 

                                                 

46  In 1999 the International Trade Centre (UNCTAD/WTO) has organized a consultation of developing coun-

tries, which proves that they see their nascent IT-industries (especially small-and medium sized firms) threatened 

by a full withdrawal of tariffs (zero bound tariff rates as called for by the ITA). See ITC, 1999, p. 85. 

47  According to Helpman, 1998, p. 3 “a drastic innovation qualifies as a general purpose technology if it has the 

potential for pervasive use in a wide range of sectors in ways that drastically change their modes of operation”. 

48  WTO, 1998e. 

49  See Wasescha and Schlagenhof, 1998, p. 125 or GBDe, 2000 p. 2 for a critical discussion of the classification 

divergences. 

50  WTO, 2000c. 
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name administratively difficult and intransparent regulations of import licenses. But also the 

time-consuming and expensive certification and validation of technical standards can be a 

trade hindrance51. A new work program of the relevant committee52 will now take up the issue 
of non-tariff barriers in IT-trade. A list of all possible non-tariff trade barriers concerning IT-

good will have to be available in March 2001. In a second phase efforts will be made to assess 
the economic costs as well as the costs associated with retarded economic development 

caused by these trade barriers. In a third phase, to be concluded in November 2001, the 

Committee will evaluate the results of the two preceding phases53. Although these questions 
are currently being investigated and although the work program contains clear indications as 

to objectives and deadlines, these efforts can only be a first step in the reduction of the IT-
trade barriers. It will be decisive what kind of mandates for trade negotiations will result from 

this work program. 

Summing up one can say that the ITA creates good preconditions for the exploitation of the 
untapped E-potential. The signatory countries, however, have missed the opportunity to deepen 

and up-date their sometimes outdated commitments. Moreover, the treaty is still too much focused 
on the important producer and consumer countries. Not enough efforts were made to convince the 

developing countries of the multitude of advantages that are correlated with a low-cost admittance 

to global IT-markets. Finally, non-tariff barriers which are currently not dealt with by the ITA in-
creasingly undermine ITA’s objectives. 

2. E-Commerce and the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) 

The GATS is of particular significance to E-Commerce for three reasons: first, the communi-

cation services which provide access to E-Commerce fall under the GATS. Second, the execution 
of an electronic transaction necessitates infrastructure services (distribution, payment, etc.) whose 

liberalisation equally falls under the GATS. Finally online commerce mainly takes place in services. 

The liberalisation of content-services (i.e. medical, legal, consulting, finance, etc.) is therefore a cru-
cial prerequisite for the exploitation of E-Potential. These three elements are the subject of the 

analysis in the following paragraphs. Particular emphasis is laid on the communication services. 
Some introductory general remarks about the structure of the GATS may facilitate to put the vari-

ous initiatives in their proper place. 

a) The structure of the GATS 

The GATS framework provides three different types of obligations: general obligations which 

are valid for all service sectors, general obligations which are applicable to those sectors where 
countries have entered specific commitments, as well as specific concessions which are included in 

lists according to service sectors and mode of service delivery (see box 1).  

                                                 

51  See WTO, 2000b. 

52  Committee of Participants on the Expansion of Trade in Information Technology products (ITA). 

53  WTO Press Release, 2000. 
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The general obligations applying to all service sectors are: the most-favoured nation principle 

(with the possibility of temporarily limited exceptions) and the commitment to transparency. Of the 

general obligations which apply only to the sectors where country-specific commitments have been 
made the following points are especially relevant to E-Commerce: the requirement of reasonable, 

objective and impartial application of national regulations (Art. VI), behavioural constraints for 
monopolistic suppliers (Art. VIII), prohibition of constraints on payments related to service trans-

actions (Art. XI), and the obligations imposed by the Telecommunication Annex. 

The specific concessions of the country schedules relate to free market access and national 
treatment commitments. Where countries wish to deviate from these two principles of trade open-

ness, they must list these deviations in their country schedules (negative listing). Restrictions which 
are not mentioned in the country schedules are not admissible. This way the GATS "ties" WTO 

members to their originally agreed deviations from the principle of free access to the markets and 

national treatment commitments as maximum admissible restrictions. 

b) Article VIII and the Telecommunication Annex 

By their anti-competitive market behaviour monopolistic suppliers can endanger the content 
of trade openness concessions (MFN and further commitments). Accordingly article VIII:2 states 

that suppliers with monopolistic rights must not impair the use of specific concessions in other 

sectors. If for instance a country has made market access commitments in Internet services, the 
local monopoly supplier of telephone services must not block market access by way of dominant 

behaviour54.  

In view of the acknowledged importance of telecommunication services for other service sec-

tors, the access to public telecommunication networks was put down in a separate Telecommunica-

tion Annex. This annex states that any service supplier of any other Member is accorded access to 
and use of public telecommunication networks and services55 on reasonable and non-discriminatory 

terms and conditions for the supply of a service included in the country schedule (Annex 5 a). This 
commitment does not concern free market access to the market for telecommunication services. 

With this guarantee for access to public telecom networks the Telecommunication Annex aims at 

safeguarding that the commitments made in other service sectors can actually be used by suppliers 
in foreign countries. For instance, if one country liberalised insurance services in its country sched-

ule, a foreign insurance service supplier must be granted access to the public telecommunication 
networks and services.  

c) The Basic Telecommunications Agreement (Fourth Protocol) 

In most nations the telecommunications sectors have gone through a massive deregulation 
and privatisation process. Services that had formerly been provided by monopolists were handed 

                                                 

54  Furthermore, Art. IX calls for sympathetic considerations with respect to consultations over business practices 

of service suppliers that may restrain competition and thereby restrict trade in services. 

55  Here basic and value-added telecommunications are meant.  
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over, step-by-step, to private suppliers. However, the Uruguay Round took place at a time when no 

international consensus on the desirable degree of trade openness for cross-border transactions in 

this sector existed. Therefore liberalisation commitments could only be realised step by step.  

It has already been mentioned above that the GATS Telecommunication Annexe requires 

that suppliers of services for which the member countries have entered specific commitments must 
be granted unimpeded access to the telecommunication services. Comparatively broad market ac-

cess commitments could be achieved for the so-called value-added telecommunications during the 

Uruguay-Round. Yet no trade openness was achieved for basic telecommunication services. 

Already during the ratification process of the WTO-treaties new negotiations on further trade 

liberalisation in the basic telecommunications market began. In the Fourth Protocol of February 
1998 55 countries (the EU is counted as one country) decided to hand in country-specific commit-

ment lists. Until 1999 14 further countries joined the Basic Telecommunications Agreement. With 

this agreement the members define their specific market access concessions for the basic telecom-
munication sector. Because the agreement is based on individual country lists, the extent and struc-

ture of the liberalisation in the various countries is rather heterogeneous. Nevertheless, national 
markets which are subject to this agreement cover more than 90 % of world trade in basic tele-

communications. Ten countries made specific commitments for internet services. Due to the fact 

that mostly public or at least formerly monopolistic suppliers control the access to the internet over 
the local loop, the Fourth Protocol is of great importance for E-Commerce. 

In addition to the market access concessions in the different basic telecom activities the coun-
tries adhere to competition policy principles put down in their country lists. For that matter the 

countries agreed on the so-called Reference Paper during the telecom negotiations. Although the 

countries have the possibility to schedule deviations from the Reference Paper, a rather uniform 
and coherent competition policy framework was established for the markets of the countries in-

volved56. The paper contains competition policy principles for the access to public telecommunica-
tion networks. To begin with, it defines the meaning of “essential facilities” and “major supplier”. 

Further it provides for rules that shall prevent anti-competitive behaviour in the telecommunica-

tions sector. Moreover, the non-discriminatory, transparent access and interconnection with the 
public network or dominant supplier is obligatory. Even though each country has the right to main-

tain domestic regulations concerning universal service obligations, this right shall be used in a fair 
and non-discriminatory manner. The allocation of licenses but also the award of other scarce re-

sources (numbers, frequencies, etc.) shall also be fair and non-discriminatory. Last of all, the Refer-

ence Paper demands the establishment of an independent regulatory agency which must supervise 
the observance of the above principles and the telecom markets in general. 

This multilateral foundation of competition policy elements for telecommunication regulation 
is unique in its kind and could serve as a model for safeguarding market access commitments in 

                                                 

56  Only the parts of the Reference Paper that the countries have taken in their individual country lists are enforce-

able. The Reference Paper itself does not have binding character. It merely served as model for the formulation 

of the different country lists. 
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other highly-regulated network industries with bottleneck facilities. Without exaggerating it may be 

said that the Reference Paper is a successful attempt to export regulatory practices of countries with 

long-standing experience and a tested regulatory structure (the USA in particular) to other coun-
tries57. It is an established fact that the countries which have deregulated their telecommunication 

markets in compliance with the principles of this WTO-element will experience a positive effect on 
growth and development58. 

d) Other E-Commerce relevant services 

Since an E-Commerce transaction ends with an order, payment and a possibly physical deliv-
ery, a myriad of other services are essential for electronic trade. Among these are payment facilities, 

security services, auction platforms, distribution, services of search engines and others. Without 
providing a detailed analysis of the individual commitment lists of the WTO member, one can draw 

the conclusion that these services, which are often complementary to physical goods trade, are 

submitted to comparatively few restrictions. 

A similar picture emerges if one looks at the services which are the content of the electronic 

transactions. In particular trade with audio-visual services, for which the EU and most other WTO-
members have not made any GATS commitments, is subject to important restrictions. The same 

holds for consulting services in highly regulated markets (e.g. medical or legal services) or for direct 

cross-border consumption-related financial services. There is still great potential for further liberali-
sation steps in the domain of content services. 

The previous paragraphs showed in what form the issues of electronic trade were included 
into the framework of the GATS. The next three paragraphs will take up the three policy areas 

where further progress could strengthen electronic commerce significantly. 

e) Extension and deepening of the specific commitments 

The sector-specific commitments in the GATS country schedules are not yet liberalised 

enough and their trade promoting effect is limited. Few further commitments were entered after the 
Uruguay Round. Yet at that time this was nevertheless remarkable progress since with the GATS, 

for the first time, a multilateral regulatory structure for the trade in services was created. However, 

the industrialised countries made concessions only for half of their services sectors. Again only half 
of these commitments guarantee free market access. Very often the commitments made for mode 3 

(local presence of the supplier of foreign services, see box 1) go further than for the E-commerce 
relevant modes 1 and 2. The transparency of the trade liberalisation is far from being optimal and 

the heterogeneity of market access conditions in different countries, sectors and modes of delivery 

                                                 

57  Langenfurth, 1999 (chapter V) finds that the Reference Paper mirrors regulatory practices that had already been 

partly implemented in the USA and EU. 

58  See OECD, 1999a for a discussion of the deregulation effects{OECD 1998 22 /id}. The World Bank Group, 

2000, p. 191, points out that this kind of trade liberalization coupled to competition policy elements convinces 

private parties to invest in the construction of local networks. 
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constitute a protectionist trade barrier59. As a consequence Switzerland, for instance, has proposed 

to enact sector-specific minimum standards for commitments to increase trade openness and trans-

parency60. Based on this logic one could imagine that certain market access barriers should be com-
pletely excluded. 

The claim for an extension of current country-specific trade concessions is a general priority 
in new services negotiations. But what has been outlined above may have made it clear that E-

Commerce would especially benefit from additional trade liberalisation in the services sector. This 

holds true for the infrastructure services (telecommunications as well as the complementary infra-
structure services referred to) and for the content services themselves. Especially in the content 

field there exists an enormous potential for further E-Commerce relevant concessions. This also 
applies to the area of “professional services” in highly regulated sectors (medicine, legal services)61 

as well as to audio-visual services 62. We are aware that these are politically very sensitive issues, but 

this should not keep us from giving our attention to areas with a high growth potential. 

Considering the circumstance that especially developing countries could profit from their 

relatively low labour costs to export more content services (software, call centres, etc), industrialised 
countries should reduce the number of trade hindrances in this area63. Reducing trade barriers in 

services would also benefit providers from industrial countries64. The structure of existing commit-

ments demonstrates how little attention has been paid to the influence of new media on global 
trade in services. 

In the narrower field of telecommunication services the following demands are of immediate 
importance: 

1) The specific commitments in basic telecommunications are often not neutral as to their tech-

nology. For instance they allow access to the telephone market only by way of certain specific 
technologies (e.g. radio, satellites) and exclude other technologies. In times of rapid techno-

logical change this has deleterious effects on the market positions of foreign service provid-
ers, as well as negative effects on the development of the domestic technology and telecom-

munication prices of the importing country. 

                                                 

59  See Hoekman, 2000, pp. 132-33 and Hoekman and Messerlin, 2000, for an elaboration of the connection be-

tween service trade liberalization and domestic regulations. 

60  See WTO, 1999a for this suggestion. 

61  OECD, 2000b, pp. 45-50. 

62  Audio-visual services can be considered as infrastructure as well as content services. It is an established fact that 

the contemporary audio-visual sector is significantly different from the audio-visual sector that was subject of 

negotiations during the Uruguay Round. Even though one can expect an explosion of multimedia-products 

based on audio-visual services in the near future, it is one of the least liberalized sectors. See for instance 

Baumann, 1997; Acheson and Maule, 1999; Messerlin, 2000 . 

63  See ITC, 2000. 

64  Mattoo A. and Schuknecht L., 2000, p. 13. 
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2) Moreover there are too many restrictions concerning ownership rights and market access 

conditions which openly or indirectly discriminate against foreign service suppliers65. 

3) Today only few developing countries offer trade concessions in the areas of basic and value-
added telecommunications. But a high-performance communication infrastructure is a pre-

condition for the participation in an increasingly electronically-connected global market. 
Strategies have to be developed which convince countries with low quality or absent commu-

nications infrastructures to sign the Basic Telecommunications Agreement with significant 

liberalisation commitments.  

4) Most countries have not made specific concessions on internet service providers or internet 

backbone operators. This is particularly deplorable in countries with telecommunication mo-
nopolists or other forms of restricted access to the Internet. 

5) Finally it must be taken into consideration that a number of totally "new" internet-related 

services which have not yet found their way into national trade schedules have come into ex-
istence66. This makes it questionable whether they are covered by existing classifications. In 

addition, Drake and Nicolaidis, 1999, pointed out that the Internet increasingly offers services 
bundling which can be badly represented in the sector-oriented schedules of the GATS. 

Summing up, it can doubtless be said that a new liberalisation round within the GATS 

framework would create new business opportunities for E-Commerce. 

f) Strengthening of the regulation discipline 

The second relevant issue with respect to GATS concerns domestic regulations. Art. VI:1 
says that in sectors with specific concessions the national regulations shall be applied in a reason-

able, objective and impartial manner. The purpose of this article is to avoid that GATS commit-

ments are undermined by protectionist domestic regulations. Until now, there is relatively little con-
flict because specific concessions have been made mostly for mode 3 (local presence) which guaran-

tees that domestic regulation can be applied to foreign producers. Cross-border trade in services in 
mode 1 and 2 is still very limited.  

There are, however, strong interest groups among the services industries which ask for more 

mode 1 and 2 commitments in the currently undertaken GATS 2000 negotiations. Obviously these 
interest groups see a large potential looming behind online services trade67. As soon as more cross-

                                                 

65  Examples are: Foreign ownership restrictions, licensing standards, qualification requirements, exclusive rights, 

nationality and residency requirements, restriction to use monopoly network facilities, limits on foreign suppli-

ers’ activities, restrictions on legal type of activity. 

66  Webhosting, electronic authentication, data push services, etc.  

67 See for example the action program of the American Coalition of Service Industries 

(www.usci.org/groups/eit.htm) or the program of the yearly “World Services Congress” that will take place in 

October 2001 in Hong Kong (www.chamber.org.hk/wsc/program.html). Both will call for more service trade 

liberalization in the e-services domain. 
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border trade in these sectors will be achieved by new concessions, tension between domestic regula-

tions and service sector commitments may arise68. An insurance company offering its services over 

the Internet may be forced to comply with the country-specific heterogeneous regulation regimes of 
all the countries to which its offer is addressed. 

There will be demands for sector-specific harmonisation of regulation. But it will also be in-
creasingly difficult to recognise which domestic regulations follow legitimate policy objectives with 

well-balanced means and which regulations aim at protecting local markets from global competi-

tion. Especially the general exception paragraphs such as Art. XIV GATS, which allows exceptions 
from trade commitments to protect public morals, maintain public order, protect life or health or 

protect privacy etc., allow a wide range of interpretation to evade trade openness. The interpretation 
of Art VI will therefore deserve particular attention and enforcement. Only time will show whether 

Art. VI will suffice on its own to avoid a protectionist abuse of justified regulatory policies. Up to 

now, there have been no dispute settlement cases in connection with domestic service sector regula-
tions. But there seem to exist an increasing number of new regulations which curtail the online-

trade potential and the freedom of the World Wide Web69. As it is still an impossible task to control 
or supervise content and information flows on the net, the current regulatory methods are less than 

well tuned. Hence a balanced relationship between regulatory aim and regulatory methods is hard to 

be found. This has negative consequences for E-Commerce and the regulatory responsibilities of 
the state70. 

g) Strengthening of the competition policy regulations 

Despite the fact that the Telecommunication Annex and the Reference Paper have intro-

duced competition policy elements into the GATS, a strengthening of these elements is highly de-

sirable. Often the very vague formulation of the Reference Paper is being criticised. The terms used 
leave room for a wide interpretation, which endangers the legal security. Bronckers and Larouche 

for instance identify a lack of precision for nearly every paragraph that makes a consistent interpre-
tation of the access and interconnection rights rather difficult71. The effect of this lacking sharpness 

in regulatory specifications is increased by the fact that WTO law has no direct effect and cannot be 

clarified by national courts. The WTO Dispute Settlement Body can only imperfectly fulfil this 
function. Besides it must not be forgotten that member states have not included the Reference Pa-

                                                 

68  See also Feketekuty, 2000a and Feketekuty, 2000b that states that the success of services trade liberalization is 

tightly related to regulatory reforms or international harmonization needs. 

69  See for example the recently published article in Wirtschaftswoche, 2000. The article sheds light on the circu m-

stance that in particular EU Member States introduce domestic regulations that erect barriers to E-Commerce . 

In addition, The Economist describes how an increasing regulation of the Internet (especially the content regula-

tion) diminishes the potential behind the information infrastructure and E-Commerce. The Economist, 2001. 

70  This problem arises when firms can escape the regulatory force of local governments with a displacement of 

their web-servers to less regulated countries. 

71  Bronckers and Larouche, 1997, pp. 23-31. 
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per itself but their own version of the Reference Paper in their country schedules. A look into the 

country schedules shows that there are a significant number of countries that have accepted the 

Reference Paper only partly or not at all in their schedules72. 

The problems with interpretation margins and insufficient regulatory specifications are also 

relevant with regard to GATS Art VI on domestic regulations73. A case in point is the fact that 
WTO-members often complain about missing access to necessary bandwidths in other WTO-

member countries74. There are also disputes with respect to frequency allocation which cannot be 

resolved by the dispute settlement process. 

Open networks are particularly important for E-Commerce development. For this reason the 

limitation of the Reference Paper to basic telecommunications is considered as insufficient75. In the 
present time it is debatable whether or not the providers of communication services as, for instance, 

the Internet Service Provider, are covered by the principles of the Reference Paper at all76. Even the 

Telecommunication Annex guarantees access to the “public” telecommunication network and its 
services only and says nothing about other rights of access. As the Internet also consists of parts of 

private networks, it is questionable whether the Reference Paper actually applies. All in all more 
multilateral regulations are needed to safeguard open networks for "new" and old communication 

service providers. This demand applies to both market access conditions and technological con-

cepts. The model of the Reference Paper should be accepted generally in order to make multilateral 
regulation frameworks binding in an increasing number of service sectors. 

As in other sectors the enforcement of the regulatory goals and methods is a serious problem. 
This can be due to weak efforts for implementation as well as to insufficient international control 

mechanisms. Often, however, developing countries simply lack the technical expertise and the fi-

nancial means to establish such sophisticated regulatory institutions. Despite the fact that even then 
the conclusion of international treaties is meaningful, means and ways have to be found to help 

developing countries in their implementation77. 

                                                 

72  On the other hand there are countries which have voluntarily committed to competition elements that go fur-

ther than the Reference Paper. The individual country co mmitments are available on the WTO Internet page 

(www.wto.org). 

73  Warner, 2000, pp. 388-90. 

74  WTO, 1999f. 

75  See for example Drake and Nicolaidis, 1999, p. 28. 

76  On one side, the EU asserts that the Reference Paper also covers internet service providers. On the other side, 

the USA does not easily agree to this interpretation as the responsible American regulation authority (Federal 

Communication Commission- FCC) has always refused to categorize internet access services as basic teleco m-

munications. The latter would have the consequence that the general rules on basic telecommunications would 

equally apply to the internet services. In the promise of a more rapid and successful development the American 

authorities have, until now, aimed at keeping the internet services regulation-free; see Drake, 2000{Drake & 

Nicolaidis 1999 77 /id}, p. 159. 

77  See the conclusions of Goldstein and O'Connor, 2000 p. 29. 
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3. E-Commerce and the TRIPS (Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights) 

It is obvious that the protection of intellectual property rights (IPR)– and therefore the 
TRIPS – is crucial for the development of E-Commerce. Next to the GATT and GATS, the 

TRIPS-agreement is one of the three pillars of the WTO-order. It integrates the existing WIPO- 

agreements (World Intellectual Property Organization) into international trade law, extends the 
scope of the related rights, formulates minimum standards and obliges the Member Countries to 

introduce an independent judicial appeal system. Beside these demands to enforce the property 
rights of immaterial goods by the individual states, the treaty contains two important multilateral 

reinforcements. The two central WTO principles of most-favoured nation treatment and national 

treatment equally apply to the TRIPS. Furthermore the dispute settlement process of the WTO can 
be invoked in case a member violates its TRIPS obligations. 

There is consensus that the TRIPS, due to its technology neutral specification, can also be 
fully applied in the area of online services78. In regard of electronic trade the following elements of 

the TRIPS can be further developed: 

1) The positive deviations from the minimum TRIPS standards, rooted in numerous national 
laws on the protection of intellectual property, lead to heterogeneous commitments for the 

different member countries. This heterogeneity and the resulting lack of transparency are in-
creased by the partly insufficient enforcement of the minimum standards. This is especially 

the case in developing countries, which either do not have the will or the resources to enforce 

the obligations they have undertaken.  

2) The problem of heterogeneous rights and insufficient enforcement of minimum standards is 

not E-Commerce-specific but concerns international trade and investment activities in gen-
eral. It is the global nature of E-Commerce, however, that makes these problems more appar-

ent. The Global Business Dialogue considers the weak enforcement of existing treaties as a 

significant threat to E-Commerce 79. 

3) Generally speaking the previously existing WIPO-agreements and the TRIPS are applicable to 

electronic transactions. Nevertheless E-Commerce requires special regulations which WIPO 
1996 approved by the WIPO-Copyright Treaty (WCT) and the WIPO Performances and the 

Phonograms Treaty (WPPT) in 199680. These complementary agreements have not yet been 

integrated into the TRIPS-Treaty, which creates a specific gap in the area of electronic trans-
actions81. 

                                                 

78  WTO, 1999c. 

79  GBDe, 1999. 

80  Independently of the TRIPS, until the end of 1996 approximately 50 states (including the USA and the EU) had 

signed the WIPO-treaties. 

81  See WTO, 1999e. Please note that this paper cannot fully discuss the implications of the information infrastruc-

ture on the applicability and the necessary improvements of IPRs. This will be the subject of a different paper.  
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D. E-Commerce Initiative of the WTO 

The analysis of the existing WTO-framework supports the argument that this international 
organisation should play a more important role in the development of E-Commerce than it gener-

ally assumes. The efforts made so far do not sufficiently correspond to this role. The WTO work 

program for electronic commerce for example (compare section 2.1) has taken a very re-active 
rather than a pro-active stance towards electronic trade. The main issue was how the phenomenon 

of electronic trade could be integrated into existing agreements and to what extent the texts of such 
existing agreements had to be adapted. The deliberations did not lead to a clear mandate for further 

negotiations.  

Apart from the moratorium on tax exemption of electronic transactions the last steps that led 
directly or indirectly to the expansion of E-Commerce were taken three and four years ago, namely 

the ITA in 1997 and the enactment of the Fourth Protocol in 1998. Even the validity of the mora-
torium was questioned after the break-off of Seattle negotiations. Currently there are no compre-

hensive new initiatives in sight. 

Considering the great importance of E-Commerce for world-wide economic development 
this inactivity of WTO is to be deplored. This is especially true in regard of the developing coun-

tries. A concerted negotiation round could integrate the developing countries much better into the 
emerging global trade networks. The danger of an emerging "Digital Divide" should be a reason 

enough to take up the issue in the WTO as one of its priority topics. 

The point of departure of an upcoming E-Commerce initiative must pay respect to the legal 
gaps that have been identified. The table included in section 3.1 sums up the points discussed in 

chapter 2. Section 3.2 will formulate the conditions a new E-Commerce initiative must fulfil. Sec-
tion 3.3 points out several negotiation strategies and evaluates them in view of creating a coherent 

global trade framework for E-Commerce. 

I. Content of an E-Commerce Initiative  

Table 3 shows how existing treaties and commitments could be improved. Often the propos-

als extend existing commitments (alterations of the country-schedules, either individually or co-
ordinated). With respect to other proposals it would seem desirable that negotiation parties could 

make a final decision on the interpretation of the texts of the treaties (e.g. concerning the categori-

sation of digitally delivered goods). Finally the table also contains proposals for actions which may 
require modifications or completion of the texts of treaties (e.g. if establishing a treaty on regulatory 

trade barriers for services would seem necessary). 

Table 3: Compilation of the improvement suggestions with respect to the existing WTO treaties 

Fundamental Questions 

WTO – ELEMENT  CALL FOR ACTION 

Moratorium • The moratorium should be converted into a permanent formal agreement 
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Categorisation • Categorisation of digitized goods: GATT or GATS? 

 • Categorisation of online services within GATS: mode 1or 2? 

Necessity of Further Liberalisation of Trade  

WTO – ELEMENT  CALL FOR ACTION 

GATT  

Information Technology 
Agreement 

• Expansion of the ITA-agreement towards more WTO and non-WTO members 

 • Actualisation of the product range, termination of classification divergences, 
abolishment of non-tariff trade barriers 

GATS  

Trade in telecommunication 
services 

• Extension of the Fourth Protocol commitments 

• Elimination of certain market entry barriers 

• Strengthening of the competition policy within the framework of the Reference 
Paper 

Trade in other e-commerce-
relevant infrastructure services  

• More market entry and national treatment commitments in mode 1 and 2 

• Introduction of a minimum commitment in mode 1 and 2 and Elimination of 
certain market entry barriers  

• Liberal classification of new infrastructure services 

Trade of content-services in E-
Commerce 

• More market entry and national treatment commitments in mode 1 and 2 

• Here especially the stimulation of the export of labour intensive services from 
developing countries to industrialised countries  

• Here especially the stimulation of the export of high quality services from 
industrialised to developing countries (medicine, education, etc.) 

• Introduction of a minimum commitment in mode 1 and 2 and Elimination of 
certain market entry barriers  

• Liberal classification of new infrastructure services 

TRIPS • Extension of TRIPS with the existing WIPO Agreements - WIPO copyright 
agreements (WCA) and the WIPO performances and phonograms treaty 
(WPPT) - that concern the protection of the intellectual property in the online-
environment. 

Necessity of Free Market Access in Network-Based Industries 

WTO – ELEMENT  CALL FOR ACTION 

GATS  

Telecommunication Annex • The appendix should not only be valid for public telecommunication networks, 
but should also explicitly ensure the access to other electronic networks  
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Reference Paper to the Basic 
Telecommunications Agree-
ment 

• The Reference Paper only refers to basic telecommunications. An enlargement 
towards other telecommunication services should be examined. 

Call for Action with Respect to Domestic Regulations 

WTO – ELEMENT  CALL FOR ACTION 

GATS  

Art. VI (domestic regulation) 
and art. VII (recognition of 
qualifications) 

• In case of increased market openness via more mode 1 and 2 GATS commit-
ments it may be necessary to supplement Art. VI and VII with an agreement 
that is to minimise technical trade barriers. 

 

II. Requirement of a new E-Commerce Initiative 

Few WTO Member Countries would refute the argument that there should much better use 

be made of the E-Commerce potential. Contrary to other trade issues where the negotiating parties 

hold rather diverging opinions (e.g. agriculture), the exploitation of the E-Potential seems to meet 
with general consensus. Despite this consensus no specific actions have been taken. This may be 

due to the fact that this subject is always discussed in connection with other interests and that the 
possibility of a concerted E-Commerce initiative has not yet been sufficiently investigated. 

In drawing up such an E-Commerce initiative one should consider the following points: 

1) It is decisive that the topic electronic trade is treated simultaneously in its GATT and GATS 
dimension. In doing so one can follow the recommendations made in section 2.1 on the 

WTO work program and the preparatory work by the different Councils can be used as a 
starting point for further negotiations. 

2) It is equally important to have a clear mandate at the start of the negotiations. The goal is not 

a stock-taking of existing treaty rights and obligations but to initiate a process which liberates 
trade. Priority should thus be accorded to market opening on the basis of non-discriminatory 

treatment of domestic and foreign suppliers. Aspects such as authentication, internet contract 
law, protection of personal privacy and similar policy matters should not be connected with 

the negotiations for this WTO E-Commerce initiative. There are other more suitable fora for 

those discussions82. In a speech on 31 October 2000 the WTO Director General, Mike 
Moore, outlined his line of action, in particular he stressed that the responsibility of WTO for 

electronic trade was limited and restricted to certain specialised areas. This attitude ought to 
be supported. Most importantly, the WTO should not play the role of an internet regulator83. 

                                                 

82  See for example GBDe, 2000, which mentions that other fora are better suited for these regulatory questions. 

Moreover, it calls for strict distribution of competencies. 

83  Moore, 2000, or WTO, 1998b. 
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3) It must be realised that most of the demanded liberalisation steps can be reached by a simple 

adaptation of GATT and GATS country schedules. An E -Commerce initiative would thus be 

a very “classic” negotiation round – if one does not consider that the concessions must ex-
tend to and affect many or all sectors. Most other considerations can be dealt with by deci-

sions of the Ministerial Council or the General Council under Art IX:2 of the WTO Agree-
ment, which specifies their possibilities in the interpretation of treaty law. Such decisions 

could complement a negotiation package of a concerted and comprehensive extension of 

country schedule commitments. 

4) It must be kept in mind that the objective of the mandate for negotiations is not solely to 

achieve trade liberalisation but to create conditions so that all WTO-members can participate 
in the opportunities provided by electronic trade. This means that the WTO initiative must be 

embedded in an action program which includes the World Bank and the Trade Development 

Center (WTO/UNCTAD). For the developing countries more market openness must be 
linked to the development of the necessary infrastructure and the provision of education (E-

literacy).  

5) Finally, an E-Commerce initiative should be launched without delay. Hence it is dangerous to 

couple such an initiative with the fate of a next great WTO round. Of course it is desirable if 

this issue is attributed a prominent role at the WTO Ministerial Conference. Yet if the next 
months show that the prospects of the next round are not very promising, other means have 

to be found to bring up the subject of E-Commerce in the sense of a concerted initiative for 
negotiations. 

The objective is clear, namely that the WTO shall start negotiations which will result in a bet-

ter use of the E-potential. To reach this aim additional concessions within the framework of the 
GATT and GATS are required, which can be negotiated as part of a great round be held in the very 

near future, launched by a Ministerial Conference, or as a separate initiative. The next Ministerial 
Conference at Qatar in the autumn of 2001 would be a suitable occasion to give the green light for 

the initiative. 

III. Alternatives for an E-Commerce Initiative 

Liberalisation steps within the WTO framework can be taken on different levels of negotia-

tion. Figure 1 sums up four alternatives. First, every country can individually alter its commitment 
list in favour of more market access at any time. Second, such individual alterations of the country 

schedules can be reached by means of a co-ordinated initiative. This ensures a greater number of 

reciprocal trade concessions which achieve a higher degree of liberalisation than individual conces-
sions. These are usually not made if they are not accompanied by similar actions of the trading part-

ners. The market opening achieved by the Information Technology Agreement followed this latter 
pattern. Figure 1 below distinguishes between comprehensive negotiation rounds which, within the 

framework of the existing treaties, increase the trade commitments of all WTO Member Countries 

(third box from the left) and negotiations which lead to modifications of existing treaties (fourth 
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box). The latter phenomenon has been characteristic of the Uruguay Round. The objective of all 

previous rounds was to liberalise within the scope of existing treaties.  

Figure 1: Four WTO E-Commerce Actions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How must the demands for more trade liberalisation in the field of E -Commerce be judged in 
the light of these four negotiation alternatives? First, the predominant number of the suggestions 

can be achieved by modifications in list of commitments of the individual countries. Modifications 

in the WTO treaties would only become necessary if a further liberalisation of trade in services - 
especially in mode 1(cross-border service provision) and mode 2 (service by a natural person abroad 

without domicile)- would then be excessively restricted by subsequently implemented domestic 
regulations. It may well be that GATS Art. VI on domestic regulations does not provide a basis for 

sufficient protection from regulatory trade barriers in highly regulated service sectors. In this case it 

would make sense to conclude a complementary treaty on technical trade barriers (in analogy to the 
GATT agreement on technical barriers to trade). If necessary some issues concerning classification 

(in particular digitised transmission of content so far contained in goods) could be clarified by deci-
sions of the Ministerial Council (Art IX:2 WTO Agreement). 

If the main emphasis is on the modification of country schedules, it must be clarified what 

procedure may be most successful. The first alternative in Figure 1 can be excluded without much 
further explanation. Individual and uncoordinated steps of liberalisation cannot be expected for 

political reasons, although unilateral liberalisation would already produce great advantages. But 
Member Countries have not handed in important extensions of the commitments in the Basic Tele-

communication Agreement, the value-added telecommunication sector or the E-Commerce rele-

vant GATS schedules. Hence the search for the ideal negotiation stance really leads to comparing 
the two remaining alternatives, namely a big trade round which, explicitly, makes room for E-

Commerce negotiations or a concerted action similar to the ITA-negotiations. 

Reasons concerning the content and the political economy behind such negotiations speak in 

favour of making E-Commerce one of the topics of the next big trade round. The content-related 

Four possible 
WTO E-Commerce 

Actions 

Improved market access 
through the conclusion of 
new agreements or the 
modification of existing 

agreements 

Improved market access 
through modifications of 
country schedules within 
sectoral negotiations 

Improved market access 
through unilateral modif i-
cations of country sched-

ules 

Increasing complexity of the negotiations 
Higher negotiation costs but also greater possibilities for package deals 

Improved market access 
through modifications of 
country schedules as part 
of a new comprehensive 

trade round 
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demands developed in this paper can be the starting point for the bundling of the relevant negotia-

tion topics. It is essential that the structure of the negotiations is such that E -Commerce topics can 

be dealt with comprehensively, i.e. not only in view of one specific treaty but affecting different 
WTO treaties (GATS, GATT, TRIPS). For example the negotiations with respect to IT products 

must be co-ordinated with the corresponding GATS negotiations. As mentioned above the negotia-
tions should be linked to development programs for developing countries which are supported by 

the World Bank and UNCTAD. 

There are still many open questions with regard to a next big trade round. It cannot be ex-
cluded that for a considerable length of time WTO Members cannot agree on a mandate for nego-

tiations that would include E-Commerce. Moore has demanded that the basic framework for the 
agenda of a new round of global trade liberalisation talks should be ready by the end of July 2001. 

Otherwise, a successful launch of a new round of talks at the next WTO Ministerial Conference, 

currently scheduled for 5-9 November 2001 in Qatar, cannot be guaranteed. He also wants a new 
round to be comprehensive instead of dealing with issues sector-by-sector84. But even if both the 

round is started and the mandate makes E-Commerce a priority topic the negotiations will be par-
ticularly difficult. This is a realistic assessment as there is enormous political pressure in industrial-

ised countries to include new trade topics in a next round (i.e. competition, environment, labour 

standards). Moreover, lacking consensus or massive protests against globalisation may again inter-
rupt the preparation of the negotiations and the negotiations themselves. Therefore it may be very 

dangerous to link further liberalisation in the field of E-Commerce to the success of a next WTO 
trade round. 

From this evaluation we draw the conclusion that preparations for a bundled E-Commerce 

initiative ought to be started as soon as possible. In case the next comprehensive trade round can be 
started in the autumn of 2001, this preparatory work may be of use. In case that such a round fails, 

the preparatory work might, in analogy to the ITA negotiations, be used for co-ordinated negotia-
tions which would lead to modifications of the country schedules. The central question will be 

whether or not it will be possible to agree on a package deal which will yield a satisfactory number 

of steps of liberalisation and bring about a satisfactory balance between the interests of industrial-
ised and developing countries. On account of the diversity of the issues of negotiations (see section 

3.1) and the need for an infrastructure initiative of the World Bank and UNCTAD, we are rather 
optimistic that such a procedure might be very promising. Seen from an economic point of view 

such a procedure would doubtless be desirable. 

                                                 

84  See Bridges Weekly Trade News Digest Vol. 5, Nr. 4, Feb. 6th 2001 under 

http://www.ictsd.org/html/weekly/06-02-01.txt. 
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